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Abstract  

This study examines dynamic communication processes of political misinformation on 

social media focusing on three components: the temporal pattern, content mutation, and sources 

of misinformation. We traced the lifecycle of 17 popular political rumors that circulated on 

Twitter over 13 months during the 2012 U.S. presidential election. Using text analysis based on 

time series, we found that while false rumors (misinformation) tend to come back multiple times 

after the initial publication, true rumors (facts) do not. Rumor resurgence continues, often 

accompanying textual changes, until the tension around the target dissolves. We observed that 

rumors resurface by partisan news websites that repackage the old rumor into news and, gain 

visibility by influential Twitter users who introduce such rumor into the Twittersphere. In this 

paper, we argue that media scholars should consider the mutability of diffusing information, 

temporal recurrence of such messages, and the mechanism by which these messages evolve over 

time.  

Keywords: misinformation, rumor, social media, diffusion, partisan, election, fake news  
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1. Introduction  

            Prevalent misinformation online is a growing concern around the globe (WEF, 2014). 

Whether it is in the form of conspiracy theories or unsubstantiated rumors, false information is 

now a part of the contemporary media system where varying degrees of information sources vie 

for our attention. In particular, “fake news,” which generally refers to fabricated news stories 

purporting to be true, came to the forefront in 2016, circulating wildly during the Brexit vote and 

the American presidential election. As a result, the Oxford English Dictionary named “post-

truth” the 2016 word of the year to highlight less influential role of objective truth in shaping 

public opinions than political belief or emotion.  

There has also been considerable research on this topic. Previous research investigated 

the effects of exposure to false information and corrections on attitudes and political behavior 

(Cacciatore, Yeo, Scheufele, & Xenos, 2014; Garrett, 2011; Weeks & Garrett, 2014; Berinsky, 

2015; Bode & Vraga, 2015; Fridkin, Kenney, & Wintersieck, 2015; Nyhan & Reifler, 2015; 

Wood & Porter, 2016; Uscinski, Klofstad, & Atkinson, 2017). In general, these studies have 

found that individuals are more likely to believe in dubious statements that match their 

partisanship than statements that run counter to their belief (e.g., Weeks, 2015). In addition, 

some studies reported that corrections usually work in experimental settings where individuals 

are required to read random debunking messages (e.g., Nyhan & Reifler, 2015), although such 

efficacy was challenged in a social media environment where people selectively share corrective 

messages (Shin & Thorson, 2017). 

Despite growing research in rumors and misinformation, what is largely missing from the 

current work is dynamic analysis of misinformation diffusion processes online. Scholars argue 

that misinformation gains its power when it is repeated and passed along from one person to 
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another (Bordia & DiFonzo, 2007). That is, the defining characteristics of misinformation are its 

dynamic mode and collective process that unfolds over time. Therefore, unlike previous studies 

that examined misinformation as static communication and that take snapshots from experiments 

or surveys, we focus on changing communicative patterns that occur during the lifecycle of 

misinformation on social media. Largely exploratory in nature, this study examines a set of 

questions that shed new light on the nature of political rumoring – and diffusion of information 

broadly.   

Our study differs from previous research in the field of computer science and engineering 

(Bessi et al., 2015; Friggeri et al., 2014; Kwon, et al., 2013; Vicario, et al., 2016), which places 

relatively less emphasis on understanding the social psychological context underlying the 

phenomenon. In addition, these previous studies tend to treat misinformation as if the diffusing 

message is a fixed object. On the other hand, our study takes an alternative perspective, which 

views misinformation to be mutable and malleable as they diffuse. We explore this idea using a 

multiple-case study approach, while paying attention to the distinct context of each rumor. Our 

research builds on studies (Allport & Postman, 1947; Rojecki & Meraz, 2016) that exceptionally 

focused on dynamic communication process in the rumoring phenomenon. For instance, Rojecki 

and Meraz (2016) investigated the agenda setting power among webpages, Google searches, and 

media coverage with two rumor cases. Another classic study of rumor, conducted by Allport and 

Postman (1947), examined how rumor content changes in a serial transmission chain in which a 

story is passed along from one person to another.  

Our study aims at investigating misinformation diffusion as an evolving phenomenon 

focusing on three components: temporal pattern, rumor narrative, and rumor sources. To achieve 

this goal, we employ various time series analysis on 17 political rumors that circulated on 
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Twitter over 13 months during the 2012 U.S. election period. The context of the 2012 election on 

Twitter is still relevant today. First, Twitter emerged as a primary political communication 

channel during the 2012 election and still remains to be prominent (Conway, Kenski, & Wang, 

2015). Second, political misinformation circulating on social media gained attention as a serious 

threat to democracy during 2012, and lately the phenomenon has become the center of public 

discussion (Ehrenberg, 2012; Shin, Jian, Driscoll, & Bar, 2016). Through our analyses, we show 

that many contested rumors resurface by partisan websites that repackage old rumors into 

“news”, and gain visibility by influential Twitter users who share such content with their 

followers. We also show that rumor resurgence often accompanies changes in content, generally 

in the direction of exaggeration, although this trend abruptly stops when the election is over. In 

this paper, we argue that digital media scholars should consider the mutability of diffusing 

content and the mechanism by which messages change over time. We also highlight the 

underlying partisan media users’ motivations and strategies that drive the evolution of political 

misinformation.   

2. Conceptual Framework  

2.1 Political Misinformation In The Internet Age  

Many different terms (listed in Table 1) such as misinformation, disinformation, and 

rumor are used interchangeably to describe information that lacks truth, despite their conceptual 

differences. For instance, both misinformation and disinformation highlight the state of 

information being untrue. However, the term misinformation is agnostic regarding the motivation 

of falsehood, whereas disinformation assumes that inaccuracy stems from deliberate intention. 

Due to difficulties in identifying the intention of the source, researchers often adopt the word 

misinformation to broadly describe false claims. On the other hand, rumor is largely defined as a 
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piece of information that has not been confirmed (Bordia & DiFonzo, 2007). Therefore, a rumor 

may turn out to be true, even when it was not supported by concrete evidence at the time of 

circulation.  

In addition, there are also terms such as trolling and fake news that focus on the source’s 

deliberate motivation to provoke controversy and emotional responses online. Yet, the difference 

lies in whether such information is presented as a form of legitimate news (i.e., a researched fact) 

or a post (i.e., an opinion). Specifically, trolling is concerned about acts of posting offensive 

messages to online communities in order to incite conflict (Binns, 2012; Bishop, 2012; Coles & 

West, 2016), while fake news is about creating and disseminating false stories disguised as a 

credible news source for political or financial gain (Silverman, 2017; Vargo, Guo, & Amazeen, 

2017). In addition, fake news is also different from troll posts in that fake news is almost always 

false or misleading, yet troll posts are not necessarily false. See review by Jack (2017) for other 

terms such as propaganda and gaslighting. 

 

Table 1. Conceptual differences among terms referring to dubious claims  

Term Falsity  Motivation  References  

Disinformation False To gain an advantage  Jack (2017); Faris et al. (2017) 

Misinformation  False Unknown  Lewandowsky et al. (2012) 

Rumor Unknown Unknown  Bordia & DiFonzo (2007); Rojecki & 

Meraz, 2016; Shin et al. (2017)  

Fake news  False  To gain an advantage Silverman (2017); Vargo et al. (2017)  

Troll post  Unknown To incite conflict Binns (2012); Bishop (2012); Coles & 

West (2016) 
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 This genre of unsubstantiated claims proliferates online and has risen “to new levels of 

importance in this postmodern political context” (Harsin, 2012, p.3). According to a recent Pew 

Research survey (2016), 32% of U.S. adults indicated that they often see completely made-up 

political stories, while that number goes up to 51% for somewhat inaccurate news. More 

troublingly, 23% have shared false stories with others either knowingly or not. While some 

research (Allcott & Gentzkow, 2017) has found that the impact of false news stories is only a 

fraction of television campaign ads, other studies showed that, nonetheless, the exposure to 

misinformation could have real consequences such as voting decisions (Weeks & Garrett, 2014) 

and mistrust in government (Einstein & Glick, 2015). 

The current concern over political rumors and the like is deeply related to changing 

media environments (Harsin, 2012; Moncanu et al., 2015; Rojecki & Meraz, 2016). As much as 

digital media holds democratizing potential, it also has empowered individuals to plant and 

spread falsehood at a massive level. Today, anyone with Internet access can participate in rumor 

spreading and influence the process with more or less power through various web applications 

(Mocanu et al., 2015; Simon et al., 2016). Once launched into the web, even seemingly 

preposterous claims can turn into a large cascade through networks of like-minded individuals 

and partisan organizations (Shin et al., 2017).   

2.2 Temporal Patterns of Diffusion  

 Although challenging, examining diffusion patterns of information provides insight into 

the nature of the information. In particular, the shape of diffusion – e.g., bursty spreading 

patterns– is an important indicator. For example, one of the mechanisms that give rise to a 

sudden burst of information cascade is the recency effect. In general, recent information is 

considered more newsworthy than older information and thus is more likely to be shared with 
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others than older information (Xu, 2013). Such preference to newer information generates bursty 

and fast-paced information cycles, as attention moves onto the next new items quickly 

(Leskovec, Backstrom, & Kleinberg, 2009). Typically, the lifecycle of information is a matter of 

a few days, if not a few hours, showing the pattern of a sharp rise and fall (Kwak et al., 2010; 

Nahon & Hemsley, 2013). Research shows that the majority of messages on Facebook and 

Twitter are shared within the first day of the original post (Bakshy et al., 2012, Kwak et al., 

2010).  

However, not all types of information exhibit the same diffusion pattern. For instance, a 

recent study of popular image memes on Facebook (Cheng, Adamic, Kleinberg, & Leskovec, 

2016) revealed that over half of viral memes came back in one or more subsequent bursts after a 

short or extended hiatus. In particular, the pattern of recurrence seems to be pronounced in the 

word-of-mouth type of rumors. For instance, in examining the diffusion patterns of general 

rumors such as the existence of Bigfoot, Kwon and colleagues (2013) found that these rumors 

tend to show multiple and periodic spikes rather than a single spike. Friggeri et al. (2014) also 

found that general false rumors persisted even months after the original post and continued to 

flare up multiple times.  

These previous findings pose further questions such as whether political rumors exhibit a 

certain temporal pattern. Unlike the Bigfoot rumor, which is a timeless and evergreen topic, 

political rumors are usually about a current political comment or unfolding situations. Thus, 

political rumors may show a single spike followed by gradual or rapid decline. Alternatively, 

political rumors may exhibit multiple repeated spikes, similar to evergreen rumors as long as the 

target of the rumor is relevant. Thus, we examine general temporal patterns of political rumors 

focusing on their recurrence. In addition, since our rumor collection contains both true rumors 
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(i.e., facts) and false rumors (i.e., misinformation), we investigate whether there are any 

differences in the diffusion patterns between the two types of rumors.  

R1a: Do political rumors recur?  

R1b: Is there any difference in the diffusion patterns between true and false rumors? 

2.3 Evolution of Rumor Content  

Assuming that some rumors exhibit recurrence, we know little about how they come 

back. Traditional information diffusion scholars assumed that news content stays the same 

during the diffusion and thus paid little attention to message transformation (Im, Kim, Kim, & 

Kim, 2011). During the time when there were only a handful of powerful TV networks and daily 

newspapers that create information, this assumption may be justified. However, today’s media 

environment is different, as there exists a complex information ecosystem where traditional 

media outlets and countless other types of sources co-produce and disseminate stories (Jenkins, 

2006). In particular, non-traditional media (e.g., blogs) play an increasingly important role in 

creating a frame that deviates from mainstream media and influences the public’s agenda 

(McCombs, 2013). Therefore, it is no longer realistic to assume that people are exposed to the 

same version of the news story throughout its lifetime.  

As such, a recent study (Im et al., 2013) has shown that news stories indeed constantly 

evolve by adding new information or changing its narrative. The authors traced two (true) news 

stories, one originating from a news organization, and the other from a personal blog. They 

found that news originating from a blog deviated much more from the initial version of the story, 

while news originally published by a news website tended to stay unchanged during circulation. 

The authors suspected that the nature of content (i.e., financial news vs. human-interest news) 

could be responsible for such differences, although they did not exclude other possibilities such 
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as the role of initial source of the story (e.g., news organization vs. blogger) in content 

transformation.   

Similarly, rumors may also transform and evolve. The need for change is particularly 

present for those rumors that resurge multiple times (hereafter refer to as “comeback rumors”). 

In general, people appear to share recently published news, rather than stories from previous 

news cycles. Then, one mechanism by which the same rumor can resurface at a later time is 

changing its frame or adding new details. In laboratory experiments, Allport and Postman (1947) 

observed that diffusing rumors often mutate, following the principle of (1) leveling, (2) 

sharpening, and (3) assimilation. Leveling refers to loss of details that are not interesting, while 

sharpening happens when certain elements are selected and pronounced. Assimilation describes 

the process in which stories pick up some new ideas that were not in the original to appeal to 

readers at the time of diffusion. These characteristics, in particular assimilation, are said to 

contribute to the persistence of rumor by making the storyline more attractive.  

Yet, little research has been conducted on the mutation of rumor content in a real-life 

setting where information does not neatly flow in one direction as seen in the study of Allport 

and Postman (1947). Therefore, we investigate whether rumors deviate from the original version 

of the story over time and if so, how rumors tend to change. We approach this question both 

quantitatively and qualitatively, using text similarity measure and visualization of rumor 

messages respectively.  

RQ2: Do comeback rumors show content changes between peaks?  

2.4. Rumor Sources   

Although the message-centered view above provides insight to semantic traits associated 

with persistent rumor, it carries a risk of downplaying the role of individuals who strategically 
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alter the original information. For instance, Allport and Postman (1947)’s rumor transmission 

principles emphasize unconscious emotional and cognitive bias in people rather than an 

individual’s strategic effort to change the story. On the other hand, the literature on political 

propaganda (Cunningham, 2002; Jowett & O’Donnell, 2014) often highlights the underlying 

motivation of information sources such as government, corporate, and media whose objective is 

to mobilize hatred against the enemy through various communication techniques. Therefore, the 

source-centered analysis complements the message-centered view by revealing the designers of 

such messages.  

In contrast to a large body of literature examining the characteristics of individuals who 

are prone to believing in dubious claims, few studies have investigated the sources of such 

claims. For instance, numerous studies have shown that an individual’s pre-existing attitude 

toward the subject is a strong predictor of rumor belief (Ecker, Lewandowsky, Fenton, Martin, 

2014; Garrett, 2011). Prior studies also found that rumor acceptance is affected by other 

psychological factors such as high predispositions toward conspiratorial thinking (Uscinski, 

Klofstad, & Atkinson, 2016) and anxiety about the current environment (Kwon & Rao, 2017; 

Weeks, 2015). However, there is little research examining the characteristics of rumor producers 

and their motivations. 

Therefore, we focus on the sources that create and keep political misinformation afloat on 

social media. One way to identify sources of misinformation on Twitter is to investigate external 

links embedded in messages. Since there is a 140-character limit imposed by Twitter, users often 

add hyperlinks to other websites for providing further contextual information (Hughes & Palen, 

2009). The presence of external websites is particularly important in sharing of information that 

lacks factual basis because the link sharer can avoid responsibility by revealing the original 
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sources of information. Indeed, one experiment (Tanaka, Sakamoto, & Honda, 2014) found that 

participants were more likely to share questionable claims containing an URL with their friends 

than the same claims without an URL.   

In this study, we investigate whether there is a constant stream of external webpages, 

which serve as a basis for rumor spreaders to rely on. Specifically, we trace the major rumor 

sources that are responsible for making the rumor popular at each peak. The websites that are 

known to propagate political rumors into social media include partisan news programs, 

alternative news media, and elite political blogs (Rojecki & Meraz, 2016; Vargo, Guo, & 

Amazeen, 2017). Yet, it is also possible that the rumor phenomenon is largely an internal 

dynamic in which Twitter users depend on each other mutually for certifying false claims and 

accelerating the spread of rumor. If the latter were the case, rumor spreading would be self-

sustaining without needing references to new external sources.  

RQ3: Do persistent rumors depend on external sources that keep refreshing the rumor?  

3. Method  

3.1. Identification of Rumors  

 This project focuses on political rumors (n=17) that circulated on Twitter during the 

2012 U.S. election (October 2011 to December 2012). The 17 rumors were a sub-section of the 

57 rumor collections, which we identified from three rumor-debunking websites: Factcheck.org, 

Snopes.com, and About.com’s “Urban Legends” page. If any of these sites investigated a claim, 

we included it in our rumor collection regardless of whether the claim was true or false. For each 

of the 57 rumors, we collected related tweets in real time for 13 months (January 2012-January 

2013) using the Gnip PowerTrack, which provided access to the Twitter firehose (access without 

rate limits). Unlike other streaming services, the firehose provides 100 percent of the publicly 
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available tweets, along with metadata about the tweet (e.g., author of the tweet, time when the 

tweet was posted, and whether it was a retweet or an original tweet). When initially retrieving 

rumor related tweets from this dataset, we opted for a broad-match strategy that used the 

minimum number of keywords at the risk of retrieving many false positive tweets. Our goal was 

to identify as many tweets that were relevant to the rumor. For instance, the keyword 

combination of  “obama” and “ring” and (“arabic” or “islamic” or “god” or “allah”) was used to 

retrieve tweets related to a rumor that Obama’s wedding ring bore an inscription that says in 

Arabic “No god but Allah”. 

Next, we hand-coded each tweet to remove messages that were not relevant to the 

specific rumor and to further classify rumor tweets into more fine-grained categories. 

Specifically, we asked four pairs of content coders to identify 1) whether each tweet was actually 

about the rumor and 2) if it was about the rumor, subsequently whether attitude of the tweet was 

endorsing, rejecting, or unclear. Tweets repeating or confirming the rumor were coded as 

“endorsing.” Tweets denying the rumor or citing those who debunked the rumor were coded as 

“rejecting.” All other tweets were coded as “unclear.” For example, “Just saw the ring Obama 

has worn for over 30 years ‘there is no god except Allah’ vote wisely” was coded “endorsing”. 

“To the people emailing me about Obama’s ‘shahada’ or ‘allah’ ring: you’re actually crazy” was 

coded “rejecting”. And “Obama’s Allah ring stirs debate” was coded “unclear. ”  

We measured inter-coder reliability using Krippendorff’s alpha. Reliability was checked 

at multiple points over time, since some rumors required several weeks of coding due to its large 

volume. Overall, reliability measures stayed above .75. For each rumor, disagreements were 

resolved by randomly adopting one of the values assigned by the two coders. The rumors that 

had more than 10,000 tweets were partially single coded. For these rumors (n=48,442), we first 
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randomly selected 1-5% of the entire tweets and content coded them. And only when inter-coder 

reliability was high (alpha >.8) for this initial set, the rest was singled coded. Of all the tweets 

preliminarily identified as relevant to these 57 rumors (n = 439,556) via keyword matching, 

75.20% (n = 330,538) were confirmed as relevant by content coding.  

For this project, we concentrated on rumors that were relatively popular (i.e., more than 

3000 endorsing tweets) and whose lifecycles were completely captured within our data collection 

period. A total of 17 rumors (n=274,416) qualified this rule. A detailed description of these 17 

rumors is presented in Appendix 1. Since rejecting tweets were only a small percent, on average 

less than 3%, we focused on tweets that propagated the rumor rather than refuting it. 

3.2 Recurrence: Repetitive Temporal Pattern  

Tweets within each rumor were arranged in chronological order starting from January  

2012 to January 2013. Based on the daily volume of rumored tweets, we measured the signature 

of information diffusion using two measures: the number of spikes and the extent to which rumor 

tweets concentrated on the most active day. First, the number of spikes was automatically 

identified by the findpeaks function of the pracma package in R. This function returns an array of 

locations where the rumor peaked in the time series. We specified rules such that, if there is more 

than one peak, the distance between peaks should be at least 7 days apart. This rule was to ignore 

small peaks that occur in the neighborhood of a large peak and thus identify a local maximum. In 

addition, we restricted a peak’s height to be at least 10% of the largest peak to focus on rumors 

that were shared at a meaningful level. Second, as a complementary measure, we obtained the 

fraction of tweets in the most active day relative to the total volume. A higher value indicates 

higher concentration on the most active day.   
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3.3 Text Similarity  

For rumors with multiple peaks, we examined changes in rumor content both 

quantitatively and qualitatively. First, we identified messages that were representative of each 

peak day for each rumor. For this, we preprocessed tweets to focus on rumor relevant keywords 

and removed unnecessary languages such as username, emoticons, retweet markers (e.g., RT), 

punctuation marks, and stop words (e.g., prepositions, pronouns). Next, we transformed various 

words into their roots (e.g., goes � go), a process known as word stemming. Following this 

step, we broke each tweet into words (i.e., tokens) and converted them to a document-term 

matrix where its rows represented the tweets (i.e., document), and columns corresponded to 

words (i.e., term) that appeared in that tweet. The value of each cell indicated the number of a 

particular word appearing in the given tweet. To draw our attention to important information, 

sparse words that occurred less than 10% of the entire corpus was removed.   

Next, we measured the extent to which two corpuses of the same rumor is similar, using 

cosine similarity. This measure is amongst the most commonly used for quantifying 

similarities/dissimilarities between texts. Cosine similarity indicates how close two rumor 

corpuses are in a multidimensional term-vector space, expressed as the cosine of the angle 

between two collections of texts (See the formula below). In general, cosine similarity value is 

high when two messages share same vocabulary and close together in term-vector space. A 

cosine similarity value of 1 implies that two texts are exactly the same, and a value of 0 implies 

complete difference. Lastly, before we calculated cosine similarity, we normalized the frequency 

of terms to adjust for the different sizes of rumor corpuses.  

������	�	�
���1, 	�
���2� = 	
∑ ���
���	, ��
���,��
���

�∑ ���
���	�� ∙ ∑ ���
���	���
���

�
���
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where ��
���	and term ��
���	are the frequencies of word k in corpuses i and j. 

For further guidance, the set of keywords on each peak day was also visualized as 

semantic networks. In each graph, nodes correspond to terms that frequently appear in the given 

rumor corpus, and edges indicate co-occurring relations. This visualization allows researchers to 

view a cluster of texts as a network of connected words and gather insight into how a certain idea 

or story is represented (Drieger, 2013). In comparing semantic networks of rumor across peaks, 

we focused on the appearance of new words as well as the disappearance of words.  

3.4 External Rumor Sources  

External sources refer to websites to which tweets link for the rumor. We extracted 

hyperlinks (URLs) embedded in each tweet and produced a list of web domains sorted by 

frequency. For those shortened URLs such as ‘bit.ly’, we traced their final destinations to obtain 

distinct domains. In this analysis, we focused on the most frequently cited website from the 

collections of rumor across different peaks.  

4. Results  

The 17 rumors varied in their sizes ranging from the largest rumor close to 100,000 

tweets (i.e., Romney campaign used the same slogan as the Ku Klux Klan – KKK –white 

supremacist organizations) to the smallest one just being over 3,000 (i.e., Obama campaign 

refused a prayer from a Catholic cardinal at the Democratic National Convention – DNC). 

According to the analysis of the three fact-checking websites, 4 out of the 17 rumors were true, 

and the remaining 13 were false. True rumors, for example, included Obama’s literary agency 

(accidently) listing Obama’s birthplace as Kenya in a promotional booklet in 1991. False rumors 

included suspicion that Obama signed a total of 923 executive orders. Of these 17 rumors, the 

majority was about the presidential candidates from two rival parties in 2012: 12 rumors were 
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about Barack Obama (candidate from the Democratic Party) and 4 about Mitt Romney 

(candidate from the Republican Party). There was one rumor for Rick Santorum (Republican 

primary candidate). Notably, all of the 17 rumors were negative toward the target. Appendix 1 

gives a detailed description of each rumor.  

Additionally, we traced the first appearance of rumor source in our Twitter dataset and 

found that 5 rumors originated from traditional media, while 12 rumors originated from non-

traditional media. Here, traditional media is defined by sources archived by the LexisNexis 

database, which documents 13,818 mainstream news sources globally. Specifically, we found 

that 3 of the 4 true rumors (i.e., facts) had traditional media as origin such as CNN and AP, 

whereas 9 of the 11 false rumors (i.e., misinformation) originated from non-traditional media 

including satirical websites, partisan news websites, YouTube videos, and blogs.  

Lastly, we found that the spreaders of the Obama-related rumors (negative rumors about 

Obama) were overwhelmingly more Republicans than Democrats (84% vs. 16%), while the 

spreaders of the Romney-related rumors (negative rumors about Romney) were mainly 

Democrats (91% vs. 9%). A detailed explanation of the method is presented in Appendix 2.  

4.1 Temporal Patterns  

RQ1 asked whether political rumors recur, and if so, whether there were any differences 

between true rumors and false rumors in their temporal patterns. First, we found that 11 out of 17 

rumors came back, exhibiting multiple peaks. However, close examination revealed that this 

pattern was only applicable to false rumors. False rumors (n=13) had an average of 3.31 peaks 

(SD=1.60), while all of the true rumors (n=4) had a single peak (SD=0). This difference was 

statistically significant (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, p <0.05; two sided). This means that false 

rumors tend to flare up again, when true rumors do not. In particular, 5 out of the 11 comeback 
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rumors erupted on the Election Day or the day before. For instance, the Romney-KKK rumor, 

which was first propagated by a blogger in late 2011, went viral on September 3, 2012 

(n=16,530), long after its initial public appearance. This rumor seemed to sharply decline, and 

yet came back with an even bigger resurgence in two months, exactly on the Election Day 

(n=16,705). Similarly, a rumor that Michelle Obama said “all this for a damned flag” during a 

9/11 ceremony was brought back 5 times on days like the National Flag Day (June 14, 20012), 

9/11 Memorial Day (September 11, 2012), and the day before Election Day (November 5, 2012). 

In contrast, true rumors, such as Obama’s daughter Malia traveling to Mexico on Spring break 

with secret agents, did not resurge after the initial peak (see Figure 1). 

Two exceptional cases in which false rumors did not recur were a claim about Obama 

wearing an Arabic ring (first reported by a right-wing news site, WND) and a claim about Obama 

refusing a prayer from a Catholic Cardinal at DNC (first propagated by a blogger). Of these, the 

rumor concerning Obama’s refusal stopped circulating when Cardinal Dolan actually gave a 

prayer and thus outright contradicted the rumor.  

This finding was consistent with the analysis of tweet volume distribution, which showed 

burstiness for true rumors. We found that true rumors had half of their tweets (Mean=49.58%) 

posted on the most active day relative to the entire volume for that rumor. In contrast, false 

rumors had only 18.57 % on one peak day. This confirms that the true rumors in our data show a 

single prominent spike in their temporal features, whereas the false rumors show repeated peaks 

over an extended period of time. For example, a rumor that exhibited the highest level of 

burstiness (61.06%) was a true claim about Obama’s literary agent (accidentally) listing 

Obama’s birthplace as Kenya. A rumor with the lowest level of burstiness (3.42%) was a false 

claim about Michelle Obama’s comment on the American flag, which resurged 5 times in 2012.  
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In addition, a visual inspection of data over time revealed that the rumors about Obama 

and Romney stopped spreading after the Election Day. Therefore, we conducted time series 

analyses to estimate the difference in the trend of rumor volume 60 days before and after the 

Election Day. As presented in Figure 2, we found that there was a significant immediate effect 

on the trend of daily rumor counts following the Election Day such that both Obama rumors 

(n=12) and Romney rumors (n=4) volume fell immediately when the election was over. After the 

election, the trend was essentially flat indicating disappearance of the rumors. Similarly, one 

rumor targeting Santorum gradually disappeared around the time (April 2012) he ended his 

campaign for presidency.  

4.2 Evolution of Rumor Content  

 So far we have found that false rumors tend to come back when true rumors do not. Now, 

we proceed to explore whether the content of comeback rumor changes over time or remains the 

same (RQ2). For this research question, we drew on both quantitative (i.e., similarity measure) 

and qualitative approaches (i.e., visualization of semantic network). Note that we analyzed only 

11 comeback rumors (all false) excluding 6 rumors that had a single peak. Using text similarity 

analyses of the same rumor across multiple peaks, we found that 6 out of the 11 rumors had their 

average cosine values less than 0.5, indicating some differences among rumor content. To be 

clear, there is no single cut-off value to identify when two texts are similar or dissimilar. The 

value of cosine similarity ranges from 0 to 1, and a threshold may vary within this range 

depending on the context and the purpose of analysis. In this study, we used an arbitrary 

threshold of 0.5, which is often used as default in many other studies (e.g., Huang, 2008; Jansen 

& Durme, 2011; Lam, Sleeman, & Vasconcelos, 2005). A close examination of semantic rumor 

networks also revealed that this threshold served as a reasonable baseline, as rumors with cosine 
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value less than 0.5 accompanied considerable changes in content by picking up new concepts or 

dropping previously presented keywords.  

For instance, the rumor that showed the highest similarity measure (alpha=0.82) was the 

Romney-KKK rumor. Originated from a blog post, this rumor was represented by the following 

set of keywords consistently throughout three peaks: “That awkward moment that Mitt 

Romney’s campaign slogan ‘Keep America American’ was the same slogan used by the KKK 

in 1922” (bold indicating keywords contained in the network visualization). Although the rumor 

showed a minor spelling correction from an earlier version to a later version (“akward” -> 

“awkward”), this rumor kept its format almost unchanged for over a year. Another rumor whose 

content changed minimally was the claim of Romney saying that “I can relate to black people, 

because my ancestors owned slaves.” This rumor was produced from a satirical website. It 

spread over 8 months with its message frame relatively intact. This rumor contained a quotation, 

which may be one of the reasons why this rumor showed small amounts of textual changes.  

On the other hand, the rumor that had the lowest average similarity measure (alpha=0.30) 

during the diffusion process was that “Obama has signed 923 executive orders.” This rumor 

changed its frame at each peak by adding a different reference such as: Obama has signed 923 

executive orders and played over 1500 holes of golf � Obama has signed 923 executive orders 

in 40 months � Obama has signed 923 executive orders in 3.5 years, Nixon 1 in 6, Carter 3 in 4, 

Reagan 5 in 8, Bush in 3 in 4, Clinton 1 in 6, GW Bush 82 in 8 � Obama has issued more 

executive orders then all other Presidents combined. 923 in just 3.5 years � 923 executive 

orders by Obama in 3.5 years 800 times more than any other president (See Figure 3 for an 

example of visualization of this rumor). In addition, the claim of the Obama administration 

planning to ban guns for U.S. citizens through the United Nations (UN) showed a relatively high 
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level of distortion (alpha= 0.30). This rumor turned into a message that urged people to buy a 

gun right now because the Obama administration would regulate guns through the UN.  

We also qualitatively observed one consistent pattern in the comeback rumors’ diffusion: 

false rumors turned into a more intense and extreme version over time. For instance, the rumor 

about Romney’s family owning a voting-machine company started as a mere allegation that was 

worthy of “investigation” and that could “possibly go wrong (bold indicating terms that 

appeared in the corpus).” However, this rumor ended with a version in which voting machines in 

Ohio actually malfunctioned in favor of Romney on Election Day. Similarly, the rumor of 

Obama signing 923 executive orders became more extreme over time by using an exaggerated 

reference. At the end of the diffusion, which was one week before Election Day, the extent of 

Obama’s executive orders turned into “800 times more than any other president.” Another rumor 

involving Michelle Obama seen in a video saying “all this for a damn flag” transformed into a 

rumor that such incident had been confirmed by lip readers. Moreover, rumors tended to picked 

up more extreme adjectives and modifiers such as “very”, “much”, “indeed”, and “urgent” in a 

later stage of diffusion.  

4.3 External Sources of Rumor  

RQ3 asked whether comeback rumors depended on external sources that fed the rumor, 

or whether they were independent of such external sources. Overall, we found that more than 

70% of rumor tweets contained a hyperlink to external websites. We also found that the most 

frequently cited website changed consistently from peak to peak. Specifically, for 7 out of 11 

comeback rumors, each peak featured a different website as a major source of the rumor. Most of 

these sites were non-traditional media outlets including so-called fake news, although these 

sources also included occasional mainstream media outlets. The non-traditional news websites 
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tended to follow up on the old rumor with a slightly different angle and a recent timestamp, 

making the rumor appear as new information. In general, while the rumors negative to Obama 

were followed up by right-wing media, the rumors negative to Romney were repeated by left-

wing media. For example, the rumor about Obama’s sealed records returned five times with each 

peak linking to several small-scale conservative political news sites.  

Exceptionally, there were 3 rumors that did not depend on a stream of different external 

sources for resurgence. For instance, 87% of the Michelle-Flag rumor tweets contained a link to 

the same YouTube video over 5 peaks during the entire diffusion process. Additionally, we 

found that links to external sources disappeared for two rumors, as they propagated over 

extended period of time. Both the Romney-KKK rumor and Romney-Slave rumor were two such 

cases. The Romney-KKK rumor tweets initially cited a blog post that first wrongly accused 

Romney of using KKK slogan. However, since major news outlets (e.g., MSNBC and the 

Washington Post) publicly apologized for their coverage of the rumor based on a blog post 

without checking its veracity, the rumor turned into some kind of joke in which Twitter users 

shared a humorous text. Similarly, the Romney-Slave rumor, which was produced by the satire 

website (freewoodpost.com), showed disappearance of citations over time. In the first two peaks, 

66% of the tweets about this rumor contained a link to the satire site, yet the presence of the 

hyperlink fell below 5% in the later three peaks.   

In particular, when we closely examined these 3 comeback rumors, which were 

independent of external websites that fed fresh information, we observed that each recurrence 

was attributable to highly visible Twitter users. These users tweeted a rumor without citing other 

websites for further information. In 11 out of 13 peaks for these rumors, the most frequently 

shared messages were from those with more than 3400 followers (i.e., top 1% users). For 
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instance, three peaks of the Romney-KKK rumor were dominated by retweets of high profile 

accounts such as a Seth Rogen (Hollywood actor) parody account, a news aggregate account for 

college students, and an Obama fan account, respectively.  

Additionally, we found that there was a small overlap (on average 4%) in Twitter users 

between different peaks for the comeback rumors. Most of these overlapping users were not 

power users themselves, but appeared to have played a role in diffusing the rumor into different 

pockets of Twitter users by repeating or updating the old rumor. Indeed, the rumor may have 

appeared new to the majority of users in each peak.  

5. Discussion  

In this study, we traced the lifecycle of 17 popular political rumors that circulated in 2012 

on Twitter by sifting through Twitter’s enormous haystack of information. Previous research 

examining the phenomenon of political rumor and misinformation has largely missed this 

dynamic diffusion process such as how false information emerges, declines, and recurs on social 

media. Additionally, prior studies generally assumed that diffusing information remains 

unchanged in terms of its frame or details during circulation (Im et al., 2015). Thus, little is 

known about whether or how the message containing misinformation changes during its lifecycle 

and what roles individual media users play in this process. To fill this void, we investigated the 

dynamic diffusion process of misinformation focusing on its temporal pattern, content change, 

and information source.   

First, we found that most false rumors repeated periodically, whereas true rumors did not. 

Specifically, our data showed that 11 out of 13 false rumors resurged multiple times after the 

initial burst, while true rumors showed a single spike of sharing without a comeback at a later 

time. This pattern may mean that rumor spreaders strategically bring back false rumors in hopes 
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of influencing others. In particular, we observed many of these rumors resurge nearing the 

Election Day and yet they stopped spreading abruptly after the Election Day. These findings 

suggest that the political misinformation phenomenon could be a reflection of campaign tactics 

employed by those media professionals and individual activists that Rojecki and Meraz (2016) 

call “partisan entrepreneurs” –who seek political power through the manipulation of information.  

Then the question becomes why rumormongers do not resuscitate true rumors, which are 

equally negative toward the target politician. Wouldn’t true rumors be more effective and less 

risky to repeat for political gains? We have three possible explanations. First, rumor spreaders 

intuitively focus on false rumors, because they believe that those false ones need more 

“promotion” or top-down effort, whereas true rumors do not need their help due to the presence 

of clear evidence. Second, another promising explanation may be the nature of rumor origin. 

While true rumors often originate from mainstream news outlets (3 out of 4 rumors in our 

dataset), most false rumors are from relatively obscure websites. Hence, it is possible that rumor 

spreaders perceive stories originating from major websites to have already exhausted their 

potential readers, yet perceive that stories with low initial exposure need further distribution. 

Although our current data does not allow us to examine the independent effect of two factors 

(rumor falsity vs. rumor origin) on rumor pattern due to the small sample size, this area of study 

certainly warrants future investigation. Lastly, sharing controversial rumors may serve a distinct 

identity-signaling function rather than a persuasion function. Since belief in false rumors is 

determined by partisanship, not by external validation, participating in a common 

epistemological sphere strengthens bonding within partisan networks and creates group solidary 

more so than true rumors.   
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To further examine the comeback rumors at the message level, we conducted quantitative 

and qualitative text analyses on the same rumor across different time periods. First, we found 

that old rumors often return wearing a slightly new outfit such as a different focus or new details. 

For instance, a claim that “a controversial rumor has been confirmed” was a typical strategy for 

rumor publishing websites to add value to the old rumor. However, this does not necessarily 

mean that the comeback rumors change narratives only to make an appeal for existing audiences 

who are already familiar with the old rumor. The fact that there were only a small number of 

users who consistently followed through the same rumor suggests that evolving rumors moves 

onto different pockets of new audiences. Therefore, major changes in rumor content may be the 

results of the editorial process undertaken by media professionals or political groups who 

perceive the need to make the story more attractive.  

Furthermore, we calculated the extent to which rumor messages change across different 

time periods using the cosine text similarity measure. This quantitative text analysis confirmed 

that the rumor content indeed changed, showing different amounts of mutations across the 

rumors. For example, a rumor about Obama signing 923 executive orders showed the highest 

level of mutation. This rumor transformed into a different narrative for each of the 5 peaks, 

shifting its focus from him abusing his power while playing over 1500 holes of golf to his 

executive orders 800 times more than any other president’s.  

Overall, these patterns in rumor change are consistent with the tendencies that Allport 

and Postman (1947) found in their story-telling experiments. They argue that a story becomes 

leveled (boring details filtered out), sharpened (a focal point exaggerated), and assimilated 

(modified to reflect the individual’s motivation and stereotype toward the target). Consistently in 

our dataset, we found that rumor storylines generally became exaggerated over time and turned 
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aggressive. We also observed that these rumors were adapted to piggyback on the important 

issue of the moment such as inclusion of a trending hashtag (e.g., #flagday) or an environmental 

trigger (e.g., the Democratic National Committee), which is an indication of assimilation. Rumor 

tweets also picked up stronger adjectives (e.g., indeed, urgent, very) and more partisan hashtags 

(e.g., #tcot, #p2, #ccot) over time. Future research may focus on specific dimensions of content 

change such as sentiment (e.g., negative, positive), text length, and narrative coherence.  

Lastly, we investigated the engines and drivers of the rumors. Focusing on external 

websites to which rumor tweets refer, we found that false rumors were mostly driven by non-

traditional news websites who followed up on the old rumors. Specifically, we found that 7 out 

of 11 comeback rumors featured various different websites as a major source at each peak over 

the entire lifecycle. Some of these websites – especially those that are often labeled as fake news 

today – appeared in several different rumors at different time points. This indicates that there is a 

group of “rumor entrepreneurs” who not only produce false claims but also give life back to old 

debunked rumors. However, we observed that these websites were not alone responsible for 

generating the rumor phenomena. Rumor content usually gains visibility through Twitter users 

with large followers who link such content in their tweet, creating a viral event even several 

months after the initial publication of the rumor.  

The fact that false rumors are repeated multiple times and followed up by a number of 

different sources has implications for debunking misinformation. Previous research (Centola & 

Macy, 2010) has shown that receiving social reinforcement from multiple contacts significantly 

increases the likelihood that the person believes in the message and takes action. Moreover, a 

meta-analysis of studies on message repetition (Dechene, Stahl, Hansen, & Wanke, 2010) 

revealed that merely repeating a message makes the story more familiar and thus more credible 
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than a message told once. These findings suggest that collectively repeated misinformation and 

false rumors – as seen in our study – may become extremely difficult to dislodge because they 

create the “illusion of truth effect” which refers to increasing power of repeated statements in 

believability (Silva, Garcia-Marques, & Reber, 2017).  

At a more practical level, our findings suggest that detecting political misinformation is 

more challenging than it may seem since the sources and messages evolve over time. For 

instance, the list of suspicious websites may never be complete due to a constant stream of new 

players. However, the finding that false rumors tend to come back multiple times and become 

exaggerated at a later time can be useful for media literacy programs to combat misinformation. 

Recently, researchers (Cook, Lewandowsky, & Ecker, 2017; van der Linden, Leiserowitz, 

Rosenthal, & Maibach, 2017) found that wide spread of fake news can be prevented if people are 

warned in advance that they will be exposed to false claims. This “psychological vaccine” effect 

may be particularly effective when we know which claims and when they are likely to appear 

again.  

Additionally, based on our findings, it is recommended that fact-checking organizations 

should repeat their debunking messages when the debunked false rumors come back. Once a 

rumor is debunked, fact-checking organizations tend to move onto new rumors and do not revisit 

the old rumor. Instead, fact-checking practitioners could reverse-engineer the strategy that works 

for fake news and the spread of misinformation by sharing the previously debunked rumors on 

social media when such claims resurface.  

Exploratory in nature, our study has a number of limitations. The purpose of this study 

was to identify diffusion patterns of misinformation throughout its lifecycle, using a small 

number (albeit large volume) of political rumor cases (n=17). Therefore, our findings may be 
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limited in terms of scope and inferences, as they could be partially a consequence of the 

characteristics of our sample. Nevertheless, the strength of this study is that we accurately traced 

large-scale rumors (e.g., a rumor larger than 96,000 tweets) over an extended period of time (i.e., 

13 months) and provided a foundation for developing future research. In addition, our study is 

only a starting point to systematically measuring textual changes over time. In this paper, we 

treated words as the basic unit to represent the text and calculated text similarity using the cosine 

measure. As different units (e.g., n-gram) and measures (e.g., Euclidean) can yield different 

results, future research may also consider alternative approaches to measuring textual changes. 

Lastly, our dataset may contain automated bots set up by political or commercial groups. It is 

unclear what roles these bots – if there were any – have played in the rumor diffusion and how 

they biased our results. However, our analysis of verified power users and external websites offer 

a consistent story in terms of temporal patterns and content changes reported earlier.  

 In sum, this study examined the diffusion of political misinformation on Twitter. Along 

with cyberbullying (Sabella, Patchin, & Hinduja, 2013) and trolling (Binns, 2012; Bishop, 2012), 

misinformation circulating online is an emerging problem that demands further attention. Our 

analysis showed that while partisan news sites and clickbait sites lent impetus to a rumor cascade 

and shaped the narrative of the rumor, social media users gave visibility to rumor content by 

sharing hyperlinks to the rumor with their followers. This pattern was repeated, each time with a 

slightly different storyline, until the tension around the target dissipated. In particular, the 

periodic recurrence was a signature for false rumors originating from obscure websites. As such, 

focus on the lifecycle analysis of rumor as opposed to snapshot analysis from experiments or 

surveys offers a promising approach for understanding political rumoring phenomenon.  
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Figure1. Example rumors, with a true rumor (red: rumor about Obama’s daughter traveling to 
Mexico with secret agents) having a single peak, whereas a false rumor (green: rumor about 
Michelle Obama’s comment on the flag) having multiple peaks. The aggregate sizes of the two 
rumors were similar: the one on the red had 4091 tweets, and the green one had 4790 tweets. 
However, a majority of activity related to the true rumor was concentrated in a single peak that 
was an order of magnitude greater than any one of the peaks related to for the false rumor. Bars 
are plotted next to each other rather instead of stacked on top of each other.  
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Figure 2. Daily rumor counts of 12 Obama rumors combined (left) and 4 Romney rumors 
combined (right) 60 days before and after the Election Day. Dotted vertical line indicates the 
Election Day. There was a significant drop in the number of rumor tweets for both Obama and 
Romney rumors (Obama: B= -734.76, p<0.05; Romney: B= -4215.68, p<0.01).  
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Figure 3. Visualization of the rumor regarding Obama’s executive orders in two periods of time. 
Red color indicates words appearing in both periods. Blue color indicates words (e.g., golf, hole) 
showing up only in the rumor left (June 11, 2012), while yellow color indicates words (e.g., 
Bush, Nixon) appearing only in the rumor on the right (September 29, 2012).  
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• False political rumors tend to resurface multiple times after the initial publication  
• False political rumors often turn into a more intense and extreme version over time  
• Resurged old political rumors tend to be presented as “news”  
• None-traditional partisan media are often behind the constant generation of false “news” 

 


